Hi, good morning. It's Mike Fossum. It is the day we leave Star City after a training here for two and a half years. This is it and the day it begins. When the departure is ceremonial. Breakfast that we're heading into in just a few moments. It's an exciting day. It's kind of hard to think about leaving this place after being here so much for the last two years, but it's time as you're good, Gary would say, oh yeah, would you choose rescue scene.

Dear friends, this is a great honor to us that our flight occurs in the year when
we are celebrating a 50th anniversary of
the first manned flight in space and I
would like to express my genuine
gratitude for your great help training
and good to you first of all I would
like to fight Athena Jonah introduce my
son John to you he arrived in Russia to
study Russian appear clinically and dear
friends dear colleagues we have been
preparing for this flight for a long
time and we have been working a lot rude
I know that our instructors heard had a
hard time thank you very much for your
friendship and patience we're ready to
make our next step let's go to Baikonur

no problem well I can only continue mike

has proposed thank you very much for

everyone who are here who wanted to

participate in this breakfast I'm very
glad to see all of you I'm very glad to

see those whom I haven't seen for a long
time it's a bit sad maybe because we're

saying goodbye for some time but still

thank you very much that you're here and

we're glad to see all of you here of

course we will try to do our best you

have very great crew a very great crew

is waiting for us on board we're friends

we're friends
and I think so too but we should toast

00:04:07,449 --> 00:04:16,159
to you to those who

00:04:11,000 --> 00:04:20,810
stay on earth who keep training who keep

00:04:16,160 --> 00:04:23,660
working and waiting here to those who

00:04:20,810 --> 00:04:27,970
live in this city and the cosmonaut

00:04:23,660 --> 00:04:27,970
training center I'd like to toast to you

00:04:59,269 --> 00:05:03,810
we've completed the ceremonial breakfast

00:05:02,370 --> 00:05:05,519
the departure breakfast here in Star

00:05:03,810 --> 00:05:08,910
City that's a great morning a great

00:05:05,519 --> 00:05:11,009
collection of cosmonauts and managers

00:05:08,910 --> 00:05:12,960
and degrading leaders and some

00:05:11,009 --> 00:05:14,939
instructors and astronaut friends that

00:05:12,959 --> 00:05:17,279
are here to see us off it's really a

00:05:14,939 --> 00:05:20,399
cool thing I will go now to take some

00:05:17,279 --> 00:05:22,949
pictures in the famous location here in
58 00:05:20,399 --> 00:05:24,359
Star City and then the prime crew and

59 00:05:22,949 --> 00:05:25,889
backup crew will be dividing into

60 00:05:24,360 --> 00:05:40,460
different bands and different airplanes

61 00:05:25,889 --> 00:05:40,459
right now hey Johnny no other things

62 00:06:27,990 --> 00:06:33,930
but delivers you could let me show ya

63 00:06:30,670 --> 00:06:33,930
you should have a listener good

64 00:06:53,538 --> 00:07:00,659
no cheese on yourself beauty dish

65 00:06:58,350 --> 00:07:12,449
antennas are still see a police unit he

66 00:07:00,660 --> 00:07:14,840
sure is your p'zone the angel's name is

67 00:07:12,449 --> 00:07:14,840
a pony

68 00:07:15,860 --> 00:07:22,968
so may we ask questions if you have

69 00:07:19,610 --> 00:07:25,280
questions if you don't have questions

70 00:07:22,968 --> 00:07:27,439
Mike pronounce arqiva what we'll use

71 00:07:25,279 --> 00:07:29,269
Satoshi and Sergey be focusing on down
and biking or on your final two weeks

prior to the line last two weeks in

Baikonur a busy time we're down there to

produce the final preparations fit

chicks with our vehicle preparing our

substitute and mentally and getting

ready to get our heads in the game this

is your next question you have any other

questions how do i buckle up buckle down

aya sofya forced air

just cuz it's puzzles but whom will you
go to Baikonur this provides my father

will go with me my brother will go with

me journeyman josh's family will be
there to his friends from japan and mike

spouse will also be at Baikonur his son

is already here you've seen him today

it's been a couple of his friends is it

great support for you yes of course it's

always great to see your family nearby

do you have any other questions hi Thank

You aida64 yo keria xt local marinas

ahead I know the to date window smoking

is low Mahanoy also more cavities item

with us

Oh

so can we go see that new skis with me

in college

100
give to seal fucka look like thanks

101
00:11:14,509 --> 00:11:20,778
technical ticket first road to be able

102
00:11:18,028 --> 00:11:20,778
to you by given